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Abstract: We analyze the magnetic excitations and the spin-mediated superconductivity in iron-based
superconductors within a low energy model that operates in the band basis, but fully incorporates
the orbital character of the spin excitations. We show how the orbital selectivity, encoded in our
low energy description, simplifies substantially the analysis and allows for analytical treatments,
while retaining all the main features of both spin excitations and gap functions computed using
multiorbital models. Importantly, our analysis unveils the orbital matching between the hole and
electron pockets as the key parameter to determine the momentum dependence and the hierarchy of
the superconducting gaps, instead of the Fermi surface matching, as in the common nesting scenario.

Keywords: iron-based superconductors; low energy model; magnetism, spin-mediated supercon-
ductivity; orbital nesting

1. Introduction

The discovery of iron-based superconductors (IBSs) raised immediate questions about
the nature of the superconducting (SC) state and the pairing mechanism. From the very
beginning, it was proposed that pairing could be unconventional [1,2]. This proposal was
triggered by both the small estimated value of the electron–phonon coupling [3] and the
proximity in the phase diagram of a magnetic instability nearby the SC one. Within a
band nesting scenario, pairing is provided by repulsive spin fluctuations between hole
and electron pockets, connected by the same wave vector characteristic of the spin mod-
ulations in the magnetic phase [4]. Given the repulsive and interband character of the
interaction, the expected symmetry for the gap function is the so-called s±, i.e., an isotropic
s-wave on each pocket with opposite signs for hole and electron pockets. This picture
has been supported and confirmed by extensive theoretical works that, within realis-
tic multiorbital interacting models for IBSs, provide a quantitative estimate of the SC
properties starting from a random phase approximation (RPA)-based description of the
spin-susceptibility [5–11].

The inclusion of the orbital degree of freedom in the analysis of the SC gaps allows
reproducing a number of features experimentally observed in IBSs [12] such as the angular
modulation of the s± gap functions and the possibility of accidental nodes on the Fermi
surfaces. On the other hand, the number of orbitals included makes the analysis of
superconductivity within multiorbital models very complex. As a consequence, analytical
treatments of the problems are often unattainable and the physical interpretation of the
results is not straightforward. Another issue with the RPA analysis of multiorbital models
is that the investigation of fluctuation-driven phenomena such as nematicity requires the
inclusion of fluctuations beyond RPA [13,14], which leads to the definition of a tensorial
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spin nematic order parameter. In that respect, it was shown in [13,15] that reducing the
number of orbitals involved in the calculations by projecting the interaction at low energy
allows defining a minimal model that describes the spin nematic phase within a simple
multiband language while at the same time retaining the orbital information. The low-
energy projection, in fact, results in a strong orbital selectivity of the magnetic excitation
with spin fluctuation along x/y having a yz/xz orbital character.

In this work, we performed RPA calculations of the magnetic excitations of the orbital
selective spin fluctuation (OSSF) model in the tetragonal phase of IBSs. By comparing
our results to analogous microscopic five-orbital calculations, we show that the OSSF
model reproduces all the relevant features characterizing the RPA spin susceptibilities
obtained within multiorbital models. The analysis of the SC vertex mediated by OSSF and
of the corresponding gap equations results in anisotropic s± gap functions that can present
accidental nodes in agreement with multiorbital calculations and experiments [11,12],
as well as an SC dx2−y2 state nearly degenerate with the s±, as previously discussed in,
e.g., [5,9]. The main advantage of the simplified description provided by the OSSF model is
that a precise connection between the features of the gap functions and the orbital make-up
of the nested Fermi surfaces can be made. Our analysis demonstrates that the degree of
orbital nesting is the parameter that controls the modulation and the hierarchy of the SC
gaps. This last observation counters the naive expectation of stronger pairing between
matching Fermi surfaces and forces us to revise the band nesting paradigm in the light of
the orbital degree of freedom.

2. The Orbital Selective Spin Fluctuations Model

We start briefly by revising the distinctive features of the low-energy OSSF model
originally derived in [15]. We considered a general four-pocket model with two hole
pockets at Γ, Γ± and two electron pockets at X and Y; see Figure 1. Mostly three orbitals
contribute to the Fermi surface, yz and xz for the Γ± pockets and xy and yz/xz for the
X/Y pockets. The particular orbital arrangement follows from the space group of the iron
plane [16]. A crucial consequence of this orbital composition is that the hole pockets Γ±
present opposite orbital nesting with the electron pockets, i.e., there is orbital mismatch
between Γ+ and X/Y and orbital match between Γ− and X/Y.

Figure 1. Fermi surface for the four-pocket model. The colors represent the main orbital character
of the Fermi surface. Notice the yz/xz orbital nesting between the inner hole pocket Γ− and the
X/Y electron pockets. On the contrary, the Fermi surface of the outer hole pocket Γ+ presents
orbital mismatch with the electron pockets. The green/red arrows denote the orbital selective spin
fluctuations (OSSFs), connecting hole and electron pockets at different momenta; see Equations (4)–(6).
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The kinetic Hamiltonian is derived by adapting the low energy model considered
in [16], which accounts for the orbital symmetry of the system. Each pocket is described
using a spinor representation in the pseudo-orbital space:

Hl
0 = ∑

k,σ
ψl,†

kσ Ĥl
0ψl

kσ, (1)

where the spinors are defined as ψΓ = (cyz, cxz) and ψX/Y = (cyz/xz, cxy), Ĥl
0 = hl

0τ0 +~hl ·~τ,
l = Γ, X, Y and the τ matrices represent the pseudo-orbital spin. Diagonalizing Ĥ0, we find
the dispersion relations El± = hl

0 ± hl with hl = |~hl |. We introduce the rotation from the
orbital to the band basis, (

h+
h−

)
=

(
uΓ −vΓ
vΓ uΓ

)(
cyz
cxz

)
(2)

with an analogous expression for the X/Y pockets, provided that the corresponding orbital
spinor is used. At X/Y, only the EX/Y+ band crosses the Fermi level, so in the follow-
ing, we use eX/Y for the corresponding fermionic operators, dropping the + superscript.
The explicit expressions of (hl

0,~hl) that reproduce a four-pocket model as the one shown
in Figure 1 are detailed in Appendix A. Notice that in order to lift the degeneracy of the
inner and outer xz/yz pockets at Γ, we need to account for the spin–orbit coupling in the
Hamiltonian. We added it explicitly by replacing hΓ →

√
(hΓ)2 + λ2/4 in the expression

for EΓ± . The kinetic model we considered here can be easily extended to account for a
more general five-pocket model that includes the xy hole pocket at (π, π). This band is
close to the Fermi level in IBS and it crosses the Fermi level in some specific cases only,
e.g., heavily hole-doped systems. We will discuss the extension of the OSSF model for a
five-pocket model in a future work; however, it is worth mentioning that the conclusion
discussed here based on our RPA analysis is not expected to change qualitatively once the
additional pocket is taken into account.

The interacting Hamiltonian in the spin channel is:

Hint = −1/2 ∑
q

Uηη′
~Sη(q) · ~Sη′(−q). (3)

η, η′ = yz, xz, xy are orbital indices and Uηη′ ∼ Uδηη′ + JH(1− δηη′), with U and JH being
the usual Hubbard and Hund couplings. We considered only spin operators with an
intraorbital character ~Sη(q) = ∑kss′ cη†

ks~σss′c
η
k+qs′ with σss′ being the Pauli matrices for the

spin operator being s, s′ spin indices. This choice was motivated by the general finding that
the intraorbital magnetism is the dominant channel in IBSs [5,17–20]. Notice that, in order
to simplify the notation, we implicitly assumed any momentum summation normalized
via a 1/N factor where N is the number of k-points. At low energy, we can project out
the general interaction, Equation (3), onto the fermionic excitations defined by the model
Equation (1). By using the rotation to the band basis, Equation (2), one can then establish a
precise correspondence between the orbital and momentum character of the spin operators
~Sη

X/Y ≡ ~Sη(q = QX/Y):

~Syz
X = ∑

k
(uΓh†

+ + vΓh†
−)~σ uXeX (4)

~Sxz
Y = ∑

k
(−vΓh†

+ + uΓh†
−)~σ uYeY (5)

where we only focus on the spin exchange between hole and electron pockets occurring at
momenta q near QX or QY and we drop for simplicity the momentum and spin indices of
the fermionic operators. The interacting Hamiltonian Equation (3) reduces to:

Hint = −
Ũ
2
~Syz/xz

X/Y · ~S
yz/xz
X/Y (6)
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where Ũ is the effective interaction for the low energy model. In the RPA analysis that
we perform in the following, we use Ũ close to the critical U value at which the spin RPA
susceptibility diverges, leading to the (π, 0) magnetic order. Notice that Equation (6) is the
projection of the generic interaction Hamiltonian Equation (3) onto the low energy model
Equation (1). Such a projection is key to generate the OSSF. In fact, since at low energy,
the yz/xz fermionic states exist only around QX/QY, it turns out that the spin operators
~Sη

X with η 6= yz and ~Sη
Y with η 6= xz are absent in Equation (6), and there are no terms

involving Hund’s coupling.
The orbital selective character of the low-energy spin excitations makes the interacting

Hamiltonian for the spin channel, Equation (6), considerably simpler than the one obtained
within a five-orbital model (see, e.g., [5]). As a matter of fact, Equation (6), while retaining
the orbital dependence of the spin excitations, does not acquire a complex tensorial form
and is instead formally equivalent to the spin–spin interacting Hamiltonian written in the
band basis Hband

int ∼ −Ũ ~SX/Y · ~SX/Y (see, e.g., [21]). This implies that one can analyze the
spin nematic phase following the same strategy of [21], in which the nematic instability
was studied within an effective action derivation as a precursor effect of magnetism. The
consequences of the inclusion of the orbital degree of freedom within a spin nematic
action have been widely discussed especially in the analysis of the nematic phase of
FeSe [15,22–24].

In what follows, we focus on the analysis of the superconductivity mediated by the
OSSF in the tetragonal phase for a generic four-pocket model representative of IBSs. We
show that the orbital selectivity of the spin fluctuations makes the RPA treatment extremely
simple with respect to multiorbital calculations. Given the intraorbital scalar character of
the OSSF, the analysis turns out to be mathematically equivalent to the study of single-band
systems, while retaining all the multiband and multiorbital information.

3. Results

Within standard RPA analysis, the pairing is assumed to be mediated by spin and
charge fluctuations [2,5,8,9]. It has been shown that for IBSs, the charge susceptibility
is more than one order of magnitude smaller than the spin susceptibility (see, e.g., [5]);
therefore, hereafter, we focus on the spin channel only.

The spin susceptibility for a generic multiorbital system is a four-orbital-index tensor,

χ
ηη′

δδ′ (q, Ω). This is obtained from the analytical continuation iΩm → Ω + i0+ of the
Matsubara spin–spin correlation function:

χ
ηη′

δδ′ (q, iΩm) =
∫ β

0
dτ eiΩmτ

〈
Tτ~Sηδ(q, τ)~Sη′δ′(−q, 0)

〉
(7)

where q is the momentum vector, β = 1/kBT is the inverse temperature, τ is the imaginary
time, and Ωm = 2mπkBT is the bosonic Matsubara frequency. The spin operator in the
orbital space for the η, δ orbitals is defined as ~Sηδ(q, τ) = ∑kss′ cη†

ks~σss′cδ
k+qs′ with~σss′ the

Pauli matrices for the spin operator. Using this explicit definition of ~Sηδ and applying
Wick’s theorem to Equation (7), the noninteracting spin susceptibility can be rewritten as:

χ
ηη′

δδ′ (q, Ωm) = −
1
β ∑

k,n
Tr
[

Gδη(k, iωn)Gδ′η′(k + q, iωn + iΩm)
]

(8)

where the spectral representation of the Green function is given by the rotation to the
orbital basis of the noninteracting Green function in the band basis:

Gδη(k, iωn) = ∑
m

aδ
m(k)aη∗

m (k)
iωn − Em(k)

(9)
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where ωn = (2n + 1)πkBT is the fermionic Matsubara frequency and aη
m(k) the matrix

elements connecting the orbital (η) and the band space (m) determined by diagonalization
of the tight-binding Hamiltonian. Performing the Matsubara frequency summation and
setting Ω→ 0, the static spin susceptibility reads:

χ
ηη′

δδ′ (q) = − ∑
k,mn

aδ
m(k)aη∗

m (k)aη′∗
n (k + q)aδ′

n (k + q)
En(k + q)− Em(k)

f (En(k + q))− f (Em(k)) (10)

with f (Em(k)) the Fermi distribution function. The RPA spin fluctuation is given in the form
of a Dyson-type equation with the spin interaction ÛS defined in terms of the multiorbital
interaction parameters U, U′, JH [2,5]. Analogously, the singlet pairing vertex driven by
spin fluctuations can be computed on the low-energy sector in terms of the RPA spin
susceptibility [5,25]. The variety of diagrams contributing to the SC vertex is large given
the number of orbitals included, making it unfeasible to draw the possible Feynman
diagrams up to orders larger than one. The gap equation for the multiorbital model can be
computed numerically by taking into account the singlet pairing vertex as an eigenvalue
problem in which the largest eigenvalue leads to the highest transition temperature and its
eigenfunction determines the symmetry of the gap (see, e.g., [5,8,9,26]). An anisotropic sign
changing s-wave, s±, is found as the dominant symmetry for system parameters compatible
with moderately doped IBSs, in agreement with experiments, e.g., [12,27–29]. A nearly
degenerate dx2−y2 state was discussed in [5,9] and could be relevant to explain Raman
experiments in K-doped BaFe2As2 [30–33], CaKFe4As4 [34], and (Li1−xFex)OHFeSe [35].

3.1. Magnetic Excitations in the OSSF Model: RPA Analysis

Within the OSSF model, the situation is substantially simplified as compared with
the five-orbital RPA approach due to the orbital selectivity of the spin fluctuations. By
assuming the spin operator to be intraorbital, the spin susceptibility of Equation (7) reduces
to a two-orbital-index matrix:

χηη′(q, iΩm) =
∫ β

0
dτ eiΩmτ

〈
Tτ~Sη(q, τ)~Sη′(−q, 0)

〉
(11)

The low-energy projection further simplifies the spin susceptibility structure as the low-
energy states are defined only around high symmetry points and have a well-defined orbital
character described by Equation (1). As a consequence, also the Green functions are defined
only for l = Γ, X, Y as Gl(k, iωn) = Û l(k, iωn)diag(gl+(k, iωn), gl−(k, iωn))Û l−1

(k, iωn).
Here, Û l are the matrices that diagonalize the l-Hamiltonian and gl±(k, iωn) = (iωn −
El±

k )−1 the Green functions in the band basis. Substituting the intraorbital spin operator
~Sη(q, τ) and applying Wick’s theorem to Equation (11), the intraorbital spin susceptibility
in the low-energy projection can be read as:

χll′(q, iΩm) = −
1
β ∑

k,n
Tr
[

Ĝl(k, iωn)Ĝl′(k + q, iωn + iΩm)
]

. (12)

Equation (12) represents the spin susceptibility between two pockets l and l
′

and de-
pends on the transferred momentum q = k′ − k and the external frequency Ω. Performing
the Matsubara frequency summation and setting Ω→ 0 in Equation (12), we find the static
susceptibility for the l± l

′
± pockets in terms of the Fermi distribution function f (El±

k ) and
|(u/v)l(k)| that are the elements of the rotational matrix Û l connecting the orbital and the
band space:

χ
l± l′±
η (q) = ∑

k

f (El′±
k+q)− f (El±

k )

El′±
k+q − El±

k

|(u/v)l
k|

2|(u/v)l′
k+q|

2 . (13)
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we refer the reader to Appendix B for further details. The resulting static susceptibility Equa-
tion (13), although formally similar to the multiorbital spin susceptibility in Equation (10),
is much simpler due to the orbital selectivity of the spin fluctuations. In fact, within the
OSSF, the two most relevant spin susceptibilities for a four-pocket model only involve the
yz orbital coming from the interaction between the Γ± holes with the X electron pockets
and the xz orbital coming from the Γ± holes with the Y electron pockets near QX and
QY, respectively. To better compare with the results obtained within five-orbital model
calculations, in what follows, we account also for the spin susceptibility centered around
QM = (π, π) that describes the spin exchange between the X and Y electron pockets and,
at low energy, involves the xy orbital only.

The RPA spin susceptibilities are obtained in the form of Dyson-type equations.
The results of the resummation read:

χ
l± l′±
ηRPA(q) =

χ
l± l′±
η (q)

1− Ũχ
l± l′±
η (q)

(14)

with χ
l± l′±
η (q) the noninteracting spin susceptibility given by Equation (13). The set of

orbital-selective RPA susceptibilities for the different pockets is given in Appendix B. Notice
that, within our model Equation (6), both the low-energy effective coupling Ũ and the

OSSF χ
l± l′±
η are intraorbital and have a scalar character. As a consequence, the RPA spin

susceptibility given by Equation (14) is straightforward and inherits the orbital selectivity
and scalar form of the OSSF. As we discuss in the following Sections 3.2 and 3.3, this aspect
allowed us to derive analytical expressions for the pairing vertex and SC gaps.

To gain insight into the previous result, we performed a numerical estimate for
the RPA spin susceptibility given by Equation (14) for the four-pocket model, shown in
Figure 1. We show χ

Γ+X
yzRPA(q), χ

Γ−X
yzRPA(q), and χXY

xyRPA(q) in Figure 2. In the upper panel,
we show 3D color maps in (qx, qy). The bottom panels show the 2D cuts along qx/qy
centered in QX = (π, 0) for the electron–hole spin susceptibilities and QM = (π, π) for the
electron–electron one. This representation allows easily comparing the relative weight of
the different susceptibilities. Notice that the contributions of the Y pocket (not shown) are
equivalent to those for the X pockets with a π/2 rotation, since in the tetragonal phase, the
susceptibility is isotropic in both directions.

From Figure 2, we can highlight two main results:
(i) The orbital-selective RPA spin susceptibilities around QX and QM show a clear

momentum-dependent structure of the peaks. This can be explained due to the degree of or-
bital nesting between pockets. The orbital nesting indicates the relative orbital composition
between the two pockets involved in the spin exchange mechanism. In Figure 2, we can
see that when there is an orbital mismatch, as is the case of the Γ+ and X pockets, the spin
susceptibility develops two incommensurate peaks around QX . In contrast, if there is an
orbital match between pockets, i.e., the case of Γ− and X, the spin susceptibility develops a
single commensurate peak at the QX = (π, 0). For the χXY

xyRPA(q) susceptibility, there is a
total mismatch between the xy orbital of the electrons pockets. Thus, the spin susceptibility
is totally incommensurate and develops four symmetric peaks that correspond to the
overlaps of the xy orbital contribution around the (π, π) point;

(ii) The main contribution to the spin susceptibility comes from the QX/Y spin mode,
between the Γ− and the X/Y pockets. This is a consequence of the orbital composition of
the nested bands. The Fermi surfaces of Γ− and X/Y are, in fact, characterized by fully
matching orbitals.
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Figure 2. RPA spin susceptibility for a four-pocket model in the tetragonal phase. Three-dimensional
maps (upper panels) and two-dimensional cuts (bottom panels) of the RPA susceptibilities shown
in the qx − qy space around the high symmetry points X for the hole–electron sector and M for the
electron–electron sector. The orbital composition of the nested bands is at the origin of the momentum
dependence of the RPA spin susceptibilities that present commensurate/incommensurate peaks
depending on the orbital match/mismatch of the nested Fermi surfaces. The band parameters used in
the calculations are detailed in Appendix D; the interaction is fixed at Ũ = 1 eV; and the temperature
is 0.02 eV.

We compared our results with numerical calculations of the RPA spin susceptibility
for a five-orbital model adapted from [5]. By tuning the filling and the crystal field, we can
consider separately two different cases: the first one corresponds to a four-pocket model
with better band nesting between the Γ− and the electron pockets and the second case
to a four-pocket model with better band nesting between the Γ+ and the X/Y pockets.
We obtained for the first case a commensurability of the RPA spin susceptibility at the
QX = (π, 0), whereas in the second case, we obtained noncommensurate peaks around
QX = (π, 0). Therefore, the same orbital modulation for the momentum dependence of
the RPA spin susceptibility was obtained within the OSSF and the multiorbital models.
We also computed the RPA spin susceptibility coming from the electron–electron sector
within the five-orbital model. As expected, we found that the contribution from this sector
was negligible in comparison with the one for the hole–electron sector [11]. It is worth
noticing that, while the existence of a correlation between the orbital make-up of the Fermi
surface and the momentum-dependent structure of the RPA spin excitation has already
been highlighted within multiorbital models (e.g., [10]), the explicit link between orbital
nesting and the momentum dependence of the spin susceptibility is made transparent
within the RPA analysis of the OSSF model.

In Figure 3, we compare the cuts along the main symmetry directions of the RPA
spin susceptibility (including the intraband ones) computed within the OSSF model and
the multiorbital model. The calculation performed within the OSSF model reproduced
remarkably well the overall momentum dependence of the spin spectrum, as well as the
relative height and width of the various peaks.

This comparative analysis proved that we can obtain a reliable description of the spin
spectrum within the OSSF model of Equation (13), without dealing with the tensorial form
of the spin susceptibility given in the five-orbital model, Equation (10).
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(a) OSSF model (b) Five-orbital model

Figure 3. Total RPA spin susceptibility for the four-pocket model. We show the cuts along the high symmetry directions
ΓXMΓ of the RPA spin susceptibility obtained within (a) the OSSF model and (b) the five-orbital model. Temperature is
fixed to T = 0.02 eV in both panels. We set the effective low-energy interaction as Ũ = 1 eV in (a), while the intraorbital
and the interorbital on-site interactions for the five-orbital models are set to U = 1.2 eV, JH = 0.25 U, and U′ = U − 2JH

in (b). The RPA susceptibility for the five-orbital model is computed for any momentum q as it follows from a full-band
calculation. On the other hand, the OSSF model is a low energy model, thus providing information of the bands at the Fermi
level (Fermi pockets) only. This implies that not all possible values of q are allowed. The RPA susceptibility is this case is
well defined around the high symmetry points Γ, X, M only, as one can see in Panel (a). Nonetheless, we find a remarkable
qualitative agreement within the low-energy calculation and the five-orbital one.

3.2. Superconductivity Mediated by OSSF

In Figure 4, we show the RPA leading diagrams for the SC vertex of electrons of
opposite spin and momentum. Within the OSSF model, we can explicitly draw the Feynman
diagrams up to the a finite order in Ũ. This is possible given the intraorbital scalar character
of the low-energy orbital-selective spin susceptibility that allowed us to easily perform
the diagrammatic expansion explicitly. Notice that the expansion is instead practically
unfeasible within the five-orbital model due to the complex tensorial structure of the
pairing vertex.

+ + +

++++

Figure 4. Pairing vertex in the random phase approximation up to fourth-order within the
OSSF model.

As a consequence of the projection to a constrained orbital space within the OSSF
model, the diagrammatic expansion for the RPA pairing vertex is formally equivalent to
the one for the band basis model, which, however, does not contain the orbital information
of the spin fluctuations’ exchange. Within the multiband model, the RPA pairing vertex
is composed by the exchange of spin fluctuations connecting an electron pocket with a
hole pocket. On the other hand, within the OSSF model, the essential difference is that
the low-energy exchanged spin fluctuations connect a hole with an electron pocket with
the same orbital content yz or xz. In this way, we retain the simplicity of the analysis of the
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Feynman diagrams within the multiband model and, at the same time, account for the
orbital degree of freedom of the system.

The leading RPA diagrams for the vertex (Figure 4) can be written as:

Γl± l′±
η (q) = Ũ +

Ũ2χ
l± l′±
η (q)

1− Ũχ
l± l′±
η (q)

+
Ũ3χ

l± l′±
2

η (q)

1− Ũ2χ
l± l′±

2

η (q)
(15)

where q = k′− k is the transferred momentum, Ũ is the intraorbital effective coupling, and

χ
l± l′±
η (q) is the intraorbital susceptibility given in Equation (13). As we consider the spin

channel only, the SC vertex is proportional to the RPA spin susceptibility and preserves
the orbital and momentum dependencies and the physical properties discussed in the
previous section. For instance, we obtained the same criterion of commensurability or
incommensurability depending on the orbital matching between pockets. In the same way,
we also obtained that the dominant contribution to the RPA pairing vertex was given by
the spin fluctuations exchange between hole and electron pockets, the largest between
pockets having matching orbitals, i.e., Γ− − X/Y.

3.3. Superconducting Gaps

We solved the BCS gap equations mediated by the OSSF for a four-pocket model for
IBSs in the tetragonal phase. In order to better highlight the effect of the orbital nesting
between the hole and electron nested pockets, we considered a case in which the two hole
pockets are almost equivalent in size (model parameters can be found in Appendix D); see
Figure 5. In this way, the degree of band nesting between the hole and electron pockets is the
same for the inner and outer hole pockets, but the orbital matching condition determined
by the space group of the iron plane [16] is different for Γ±. For simplicity, we show here
the equations for the yz and xz components only. However, we numerically solved the full
orbital system in which we also considered the SC vertex mediated by the exchange of spin
fluctuations between the X and Y pockets; see Appendix C. The pairing Hamiltonian for
the yz and xz orbital contributions reads:

Hpairing
yz,xz = − ∑

k,k′
ΓΓ+X

yz kk′

[
(uΓ

k)
2h+†

k h+†
−k(u

X
k )

2eX
k′ e

X
−k′

]
− ∑

k,k′
ΓΓ−X

yz kk′

[
(vΓ

k)
2h−†

k h−†
−k(u

X
k )

2eX
k′ e

X
−k′

]
− ∑

k,k′
ΓΓ+Y

xz kk′

[
(vΓ

k)
2h+†

k h+†
−k(u

Y
k)

2eY
k′ e

Y
−k′

]
− ∑

k,k′
ΓΓ−Y

xz kk′

[
(uΓ

k)
2h−†

k h−†
−k(u

Y
k)

2eY
k′ e

Y
−k′

]
+ h.c. (16)

where Γl± l′±
η kk′ with η = yz/xz the RPA pairing vertex given by Equation (15) for the different

pockets l±l′± and (ul
k)

2 and (vl
k)

2 are the coherence factors that connect the orbital and the
band basis and account for the pockets’ orbital character.

The pairing Hamiltonian given by Equation (16) was solved in the mean field ap-
proximation by defining the orbital dependent SC order parameters for the hole sector
(∆Γ+X

yz , ∆Γ−X
yz , ∆Γ+Y

xz , ∆Γ−Y
xz ) and for the electron sector (∆XΓ+

yz , ∆XΓ−
yz , ∆YΓ+

xz , ∆YΓ−
xz ). The result-

ing linearized gap equations at T = 0 read as:
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∆Γ+X
yzk′ = −∑

k

ΓΓ+X
yzkk′

|vX
Fk|

(uX
k )

4
[
∆XΓ+

yzk + ∆XΓ−
yzk

]
(17)

∆Γ−X
yzk′ = −∑

k

ΓΓ−X
yzkk′

|vX
Fk|

(uX
k )

4
[
∆XΓ+

yzk + ∆XΓ−
yzk

]
(18)

∆Γ+Y
xzk′ = −∑

k

ΓΓ+Y
xzkk′

|vY
Fk|

(uY
k)

4
[
∆YΓ+

xzk + ∆YΓ−
xzk

]
(19)

∆Γ−Y
xzk′ = −∑

k

ΓΓ−Y
xzkk′

|vY
Fk|

(uY
k)

4
[
∆YΓ+

xzk + ∆YΓ−
xzk

]
(20)

∆XΓ+
yzk′ = −∑

k

ΓΓ+X
yzkk′

|vh+
Fk|

(uΓ
k)

2
[
(uΓ

k)
2∆Γ+X

yzk + (vΓ
k)

2∆Γ+Y
xzk

]
(21)

∆XΓ−
yzk′ = −∑

k

ΓΓ−X
yzkk′

|vh−
Fk|

(vΓ
k)

2
[
(vΓ

k)
2∆Γ−X

yzk + (uΓ
k)

2∆Γ−Y
xzk

]
(22)

∆YΓ+
xzk′ = −∑

k

ΓΓ+Y
xzkk′

|vh+
Fk|

(vΓ
k)

2
[
(uΓ

k)
2∆Γ+X

yzk + (vΓ
k)

2∆Γ+Y
xzk

]
(23)

∆YΓ−
xzk′ = −∑

k

ΓΓ−Y
xzkk′

|vh−
Fk|

(uΓ
k)

2
[
(vΓ

k)
2∆Γ−X

yzk + (uΓ
k)

2∆Γ−Y
xzk

]
(24)

with vl
Fk = ∂k(ε

l±
k ) the Fermi velocity for the pocket l. Equations (17)–(24) represent the

orbital components for each gap. Then, we define the total low-energy band gaps ∆l
k as:

∆Γ+
k = (uΓ

k)
2∆Γ+X

yzk + (vΓ
k)

2∆Γ+Y
xzk (25)

∆Γ−
k = (vΓ

k)
2∆Γ−X

yzk + (uΓ
k)

2∆Γ−Y
xzk (26)

∆X
k = (uX

k )
2(∆XΓ+

yzk + ∆XΓ−
yzk ) (27)

∆Y
k = (uY

k)
2(∆YΓ+

xzk + ∆YΓ−
xzk ) (28)

where each low-energy band gap involves the sum of the different orbital contributions
weighted by the correspondent coherent factors of the pocket. The gap functions ∆l

k given
by the set of coupled Equations (25)–(28) contain information on the spatial and orbital
structures of the pairs. The full set of equations, including also the contributions coming
from the xy-pairing channel, can be found in Appendix C.

We solved numerically the linearized gap equations by searching for the largest
eigenvalue that corresponds to the leading instability of the system. Then, we calculated
its corresponding eigenfunction, which determines the symmetry and the structure of
the gap function. We found an anisotropic s± symmetry as the dominant solution, fol-
lowed by a nearly degenerate dx2−y2 state, in agreement with previous multiorbital RPA
results [5,9–11].
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. RPA gap functions within the OSSF model (a) plotted on the Fermi surface pockets (red circles for positive and
black circles for negative gaps) and (b) plotted as a function of the angle from 0 to 2π. The SC gap functions present s±
symmetry with angular modulations controlled by the orbital composition of the nested bands. The hierarchy of the band
gaps follows from the orbital nesting properties of the matching Fermi surface pockets. Band parameters are detailed in
Appendix D, Ũ = 1.5 eV.

The results for the s± gap functions are summarized in Figure 5. Given the simplicity
of our treatment, it is easy to verify that the overall momentum dependence of the band
gaps directly follows from the momentum dependence of the pairing vertex (i.e., of the spin
susceptibility) and the orbital make-up of the Fermi surface. As already mentioned, the key
parameter that controls the angular modulation of the gap is the orbital matching between
the low-energy states connected by the spin fluctuations that determine the structure of
the spin susceptibilities (and thus of the pairing vertex). The orbital degree of freedom is
also responsible for the hierarchy of the band gaps. In fact, given a similar condition of
band nesting between the two hole pockets and the electrons, one could naively predict
similar gaps opening along Γ±. However, from Figure 5b, it can be seen that the gap in
Γ− is larger than the gap in Γ+. This is a direct consequence of the orbital composition of
the nested pockets: in fact, the exchange of intraorbital spin fluctuations between nested
pockets having matching orbital, as Γ− − X/Y, is stronger than the spin exchange between
the pockets presenting orbital mismatch, such as Γ+ − X/Y. This reflects a larger spin
susceptibility and SC vertex for the pockets presenting a better degree of orbital matching.

The results we obtained are in agreement with more complete RPA five-orbital model
calculations. The main advantage of our derivation is that it gave us a new physical insight
on the role of the orbital nesting in controlling the features of the SC gaps. We can compare
our results, for example, with the ones obtained in [10], where the anisotropy of the gaps
for a five-orbital model was discussed in detail by using RPA calculations for the exchange
of spin and charge fluctuations. The authors concluded that the anisotropy of the gap on
the different Fermi surface pockets arose from the interplay of the orbital make-up of the
states on the Fermi surface together with the momentum dependence of the fluctuation
exchange pairing interaction. In addition, to minimize the repulsion between the electron
pockets, the gap can present accidental nodes. By comparing the results obtained within
the OSSF model (Figure 5) and the five-orbital calculation (Figure 4b in [10]), one can see
that the OSSF calculations qualitatively reproduce the main feature of the multiorbital ones,
i.e., the modulated s± symmetry for the gap, with accidental nodes. We also reproduce the
correct hierarchy of the band gaps with |∆Γ−

k | > |∆
Γ+
k |. The main novelty here is that our

analysis allows for a straightforward interpretation of the gap anisotropy and the band gap
hierarchy in terms of the degree of orbital matching between nested Fermi surfaces.
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4. Discussion

In this work, we showed that the OSSF model provides a reliable description of the
magnetic excitations in IBSs and represents the minimal model to study spin-mediated
superconductivity in this system.

We computed the spin susceptibility for a four-pocket model in the tetragonal phase
and compared the results with the ones obtained for the five-orbital model. Depending on
the degree of orbital nesting between pockets, we obtained an orbital modulation of the
spin susceptibility that gives rise to commensurate or incommensurate peaks in the spin
susceptibility when there is an orbital match or mismatch between the hole and the electron
pockets, respectively. The spin exchange between pockets with matching orbitals is the
larger contribution to the total spin susceptibility. By comparing the total spin susceptibility
of the OSSF model with the one obtained within the five-orbital model, we showed that the
OSSF reproduces qualitatively well the overall momentum dependence and the relative
heights and widths of the peaks located at different momenta. This is a remarkable result
considering that the OSSF model is a low-energy effective model that only considers the
yz, xz, xy orbitals and that the OSSF reduces the computation of the spin susceptibility to a
few intraorbital scalar components.

We computed the pairing vertex mediated by the OSSF and the corresponding gap
equations. Due to the intraorbital scalar character of the spin susceptibility of the OSFF
model, it is possible to draw analytically the Feynman diagrams involved in the pairing
vertex, something that is almost unfeasible within the five-orbital model due to the large
number of different possible diagrams. By solving the corresponding BCS equations, we
found as a leading instability a s± symmetry and a nearly degenerate dx2−y2 , in agreement
with multiorbital calculations. Our finding of a close competition between the s± ground
state and the dx2−y2 appears in agreement with Raman experiments in various IBSs [30–35].
The analysis of the subdominant dx2−y2 symmetry within the OSSF model is beyond the
scope of this work. However, we expect that the inclusion of the orbital degree of freedom
within multiband approaches implemented so far (see, e.g., [36–40]) could provide further
insight on the SC properties of IBS.

The analysis of the bands gap structure shows that the angular dependence and the
magnitudes of the different gaps depend directly on the degree of orbital matching between
the hole and the electron pockets. In particular, the orbital nesting between the different
Fermi surfaces is the parameter that controls the hierarchy of the band gaps, in contrast
with the naive expectation of having a gap proportional to the degree of band nesting.
This new insight on the role of the orbital composition of the nested pockets breaks the
usual paradigm based on the Fermi surface matching as the parameter controlling the
instabilities and establishes the orbital nesting as the crucial control parameter. It is worth
noticing that the connection between the gap hierarchy and orbital matching of the nested
pockets is more robust than a naive band nesting argument, as it does not depend on the
fine-tuned matching of the size and shape of the Fermi surfaces, but relies instead on the
orbital composition of the bands determined by the space group of the iron plane of IBSs.

In conclusion, in this work, we analyzed the magnetic excitations and SC gaps for a
generic IBS system in the tetragonal phase using the OSSF model. Despite its simplicity,
the OSSF model is able to reproduce well all the relevant qualitative features of the spin ex-
citations and pairing interactions of the multiorbital description. It allows for an analytical
treatment, making the interpretation of the results straightforward. Due to the orbital selec-
tivity of the spin fluctuation, it allows including in a very simple way additional interacting
channels, as we showed explicitly by considering the electron–electron interaction besides
the hole–electron spin exchange. The simplified frame of the OSSF allowed us to gain
physical insight into the role of orbital nesting in determining the angular modulations and
the hierarchy of the band gaps. This result proves that the OSSF model is the minimal low
energy model to study spin-mediated superconductivity in IBSs as it correctly incorporates
in the low energy description the orbital composition of the bands determined by the space
group of the iron plane.
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Appendix A. Kinetic Hamiltonian for the Four-Pocket Model

The kinetic Hamiltonian considered in this work, given in Equation (1), is adapted
from the low energy model of [16]. It consists in a four-pocket model with two hole-pockets
at Γ, Γ± and two electron-pockets at X and Y. Each pocket is described using a spinor
representation in the pseudo-orbital space Hl

0 = ∑k,σ ψ†l
kσ Ĥl

0kψl
kσ, where l = Γ, X, Y and

the spinors are defined as: ψΓ
kσ = (cyz

k,σ, cxz
kσ) and ψX/Y

kσ = (cyz/xz
kσ , cxy

kσ). The matrix Ĥl
0k has

the general form:

Ĥl
0k = hl

0τ̂0 +~hl · ~̂τ =

(
hl

0 + hl
3 hl

1 − ihl
2

hl
1 + ihl

2 hl
0 − hl

3

)
(A1)

with τ̂ matrices representing the pseudo-orbital spin. The hΓ components read as:

hΓ
0 = εΓ − aΓk2,

hΓ
1 = −2bΓkxky,

hΓ
3 = bΓ(k2

x − k2
y), (A2)

and for the X pocket,

hX
0 = (hyz + hxy)/2

hX
2 = vky

hX
3 = (hyz − hxy)/2− b(k2

x − k2
y) (A3)

where hyz = −εyz + ayzk2 and hxy = −εxy + axyk2. Analogous expressions hold for the
Y pocket provided that one exchange kx by ky. Diagonalizing Ĥl

0 we find the dispersion
relations and the orbital composition for the bands Hl

0 = ∑k,σ φ†l
kσΛ̂l

0kφl
kσ. with φl = Û lψl

the fermionic operator in the band basis and Λ̂l = Û l Ĥl
0Û l−1

= diag(El+ , El−) the diagonal
matrix containing the band dispersions El± = hl

0± hl with hl = |~hl |. The components of the
unitary matrix Û l , that connect the orbital-space to the band-space, are the coherence factors
that represent the orbital content of the l±-pockets. All the above quantities still depends
on momentum and spin, we drop those labels to make the equations more readable. Notice
that in order to lift the degeneracy of the inner and outer xz/yz pockets at Γ we need to
account for the spin–orbit coupling in the Hamiltonian. We added it explicitly by replacing
hΓ →

√
(hΓ)2 + λ2/4 in the expression for EΓ± .
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Appendix B. RPA Spin Susceptibility for the OSSF Model

The generic multiorbital spin susceptibility is a four-index tensor obtained from the
analytical continuation iΩm → Ω + i0+ of the Matsubara spin–spin correlation function:

χ
ηη′

δδ′ (q, iΩm) =
∫ β

0
dτ eiΩmτ

〈
Tτ~Sηδ(q, τ)~Sη′δ′(−q, 0)

〉
. (A4)

where ~Sηδ(q, τ) = ∑kss′ cη†
ks~σss′cδ

k+qs′ is the spin operator in the orbital space. Substituting
~Sηδ(q, τ) and applying Wick’s theorem to Equation (A4), the spin susceptibility can be
rewritten as:

χ
ηη′

δδ′ (q, iΩm) = −
1
β ∑

k,n
Tr
[

Gδη(k, iωn)Gδ′η′(k + q, iωn + iΩm)
]

(A5)

where the Green function Gδη is given by the rotation to the orbital space of the non-
interacting Green function in the band basis.

Within the OSSF model, Equation (A4) is significantly simplified. Due to the orbital-
selective nature of the spin fluctuations, the spin operator becomes intraorbital ~Sη(q) =
∑kss′ cη†

ks~σss′c
η
k+qs′ , thus the spin susceptibility tensor already reduce to a 2× 2 matrix.

The low-energy projection further simplifies the calculation reducing the analysis of the
spin susceptibility to the calculation of a few scalar components. Thus, Equation (A5)
within the OSSF model reads:

χll′(q, iΩm) = −
1
β ∑

k,n
Tr
[

Ĝl(k, iωn)Ĝl′(k + q, iωn + iΩm)
]

(A6)

The Green functions of the OSSF model are defined around the high symmetry points
Γ, X, Y only and can be written in terms of the rotation matrices Û l that diagonalize the
l-Hamiltonian and of the Green functions in the band basis gl±

(k,iωn)
as:

Ĝl(k, iωn) = Û l(k, iωn)

(
diag

(
gl+(k, iωn), gl−(k, iωn)

))−1

Û l−1
(k, iωn) =

=

(
ul −vl

v∗l u∗l

)(
gl+ 0
0 gl−

)(
u∗l vl

−v∗l ul

) (A7)

By using these definitions into Equation (A6) and performing the trace, the spin
susceptibility associated to the spin exchange between the l±, l

′
± pockets reads:

χl± l′±(q, iΩm) = −
1
β ∑

k,n
gl±(k, iωn)gl′±(k + q, iωn + iΩm)|(u/v)l

k|
2|(u/v)l′

k+q|
2 (A8)

Performing the Matsubara frequency summation and setting Ω → 0, we find the
static susceptibility as given in Equation (13) of the main text. The complete set of orbital
selective spin susceptibilities of the model is given by:
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χΓ+X(q) = −∑
k

f (EX
k+q)− f (EΓ+

k )

EX
k+q − EΓ+

k

|uΓ
k|2|uX

k+q|2

χΓ−X(q) = −∑
k

f (EX
k+q)− f (EΓ−

k )

EX
k+q − EΓ−

k

|vΓ
k|2|uX

k+q|2

χΓ+Y(q) = −∑
k

f (EY
k+q)− f (EΓ+

k )

EY
k+q − EΓ+

k

|vΓ
k|2|uY

k+q|2

χΓ−Y(q) = −∑
k

f (EY
k+q)− f (EΓ−

k )

EY
k+q − EΓ−

k

|uΓ
k|2|uY

k+q|2

χXY(q) = −∑
k

f (εY
k+q)− f (εX

k )

εY
k+q − εX

k
|vX

k |2|vY
k+q|2. (A9)

Here, we include the most relevant spin excitations between Γ± and X/Y centered
at QX = (π, 0) and QY = (0, π) momentum and having yz and xz orbital character re-
spectively, as well as the spin susceptibility around QM = (π, π) resulting from the spin
exchange between the X−Y pockets and having xy orbital character.

The RPA spin susceptibilities are obtained in the form of Dyson-type equations as:

χ
Γ+X
RPA(q) =

χΓ+X(q)
1− ŨχΓ+X(q)

χ
Γ+Y
RPA(q) =

χΓ+Y(q)
1− ŨχΓ+Y(q)

χXY
RPA(q) =

χXY(q)
1− ŨχXY(q)

χ
Γ−X
RPA(q) =

χΓ−X(q)
1− ŨχΓ−X(q)

χ
Γ−Y
RPA(q) =

χΓ−Y(q)
1− ŨχΓ−Y(q)

(A10)

where Ũ is the intraorbital effective coupling and χl± l′±(q) are the ones given in Equation (A9).
The RPA susceptibilities given in Equation (A10) are those represented in Figures 2 and 3a
of the main text. The model parameters used in the numerical evaluation are reported in
Appendix D.

Appendix C. BCS Gap Equations

We consider the BCS Hamiltonian for the yz/xz orbital sector Equation (16) of the
main text and the xy-pairing term resulting from the pair hopping between the X − Y
electron pockets and explicitly given by:

Hpairing
xy = − ∑

k,k′
ΓXY

xy kk′

[
(vX

k )
2eX

k′ e
X
−k′(v

Y
k)

2eY
k′ e

Y
−k′

]
+ h.c. (A11)

The mean field equations for the total pairing Hamiltonian, Equations (16) and (A11),
can be easily derived by defining the orbital-dependent superconducting order parameters
for the hole sector (∆Γ+X

yz , ∆Γ−X
yz , ∆Γ+Y

xz , ∆Γ−Y
xz ) and the electron sector (∆XΓ+

yz , ∆XΓ−
yz , ∆XY

xy , ∆YΓ+
xz ,

∆YΓ−
xz , ∆YX

xy )) as:
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∆Γ+X
yzk′ = −ΓΓ+X

yzkk′〈(u
X
k )

2eX
k eX
−k〉

∆Γ−X
yzk′ = −ΓΓ−X

yzkk′〈(u
X
k )

2eXkeX
−k〉

∆YX
xyk′ = −ΓXY

xy kk′〈(v
X
k )

2eX
k eX
−k〉

∆Γ+Y
xzk′ = −ΓΓ+Y

xzkk′〈(u
Y
k)

2eYkeY
−k〉

∆Γ−Y
xzk′ = −ΓΓ−Y

xzkk′〈(u
Y
k)

2eY
k eY
−k〉

∆XΓ+
yzk′ = −ΓΓ+X

yzkk′〈(u
∗Γ
k )2h+k h+−k〉

∆XΓ−
yzk′ = −ΓΓ−X

yzkk′〈(v
Γ
k)

2h−k h−−k〉

∆YΓ+
xzk′ = −ΓΓ+Y

xzkk′〈(v
∗Γ
k )2h+k h+−k〉

∆YΓ−
xzk′ = −ΓΓ−Y

xzkk′〈(u
Γ
k)

2h−k h−−k〉
∆XY

xyk′ = −ΓXY
xy kk′〈(v

Y
k)

2eYkeY
−k〉

(A12)

The corresponding self-consistent BCS equations at T = 0 are:

∆Γ+X
yzk′ = −∑

k

ΓΓ+X
yzkk′

|vX
Fk|

(uX
k )

2
[
(uX

k )
2∆XΓ+

yzk + (uX
k )

2∆XΓ−
yzk + (vX

k )
2∆XY

xyk

]
(A13)

∆Γ−X
yzk′ = −∑

k

ΓΓ−X
yzkk′

|vX
Fk|

(uX
k )

2
[
(uX

k )
2∆XΓ+

yzk + (uX
k )

2∆XΓ−
yzk + (vX

k )
2∆XY

xyk

]
(A14)

∆YX
xyk′ = −∑

k

ΓXY
xykk′

|vX
Fk|

(vX
k )

2
[
(uX

k )
2∆XΓ+

yzk + (uX
k )

2∆XΓ−
yzk + (vX

k )
2∆XY

xyk

]
(A15)

∆Γ+Y
xzk′ = −∑

k

ΓΓ+Y
xzkk′

|vY
Fk|

(uY
k)

2
[
(uY

k)
2∆YΓ+

xzk + (uY
k)

2∆YΓ+
xzk + (vY

k)
2∆YX

xyk

]
(A16)

∆Γ−Y
xzk′ = −∑

k

ΓΓ−Y
xzkk′

|vY
Fk|

(uY
k)

2
[
(uY

k)
2∆YΓ+

xzk + (uY
k)

2∆YΓ−
xzk + (vY

k)
2∆YX

xyk

]
(A17)

∆XY
xyk′ = −∑

k

ΓXY
xykk′

|vY
Fk|

(vY
k)

2
[
(uY

k)
2∆YΓ+

xzk + (uY
k)

2∆YΓ−
xzk + (vY

k)
2∆YX

xyk

]
(A18)

plus Equations (21)–(24) of the main text, which remain the same once the xy-pairing is
included in the analysis. This set of coupled BCS equations is solved numerically using
band parameters given in Appendix D. The band gaps reported in Figure 5 are the gap
functions defined in terms of the orbital-dependent order parameters as:

∆Γ+
k = (uΓ

k)
2∆Γ+X

yzk + (vΓ
k)

2∆Γ+Y
xzk (A19)

∆Γ−
k = (vΓ

k)
2∆Γ−X

yzk + (uΓ
k)

2∆Γ−Y
xzk (A20)

∆X
k = (uX

k )
2∆XΓ+

yzk + (uX
k )

2∆XΓ−
yzk + (vX

k )
2∆XY

xyk (A21)

∆Y
k = (uY

k)
2∆YΓ+

xzk + (uY
k)

2∆YΓ−
xzk + (vY

k)
2∆YX

xyk (A22)

Appendix D. Band Parameters Used in the Calculations

In the calculations of the RPA spin susceptibility shown in Figures 2 and 3a we use for
the kinetic Hamiltonian the set of parameters given in Table A1, and fix λ to 5 meV. Those
parameters are the ones that reproduce the four-pocket model shown in Figure 1 of the
main text.
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Table A1. Model parameters for a generic four-pockets system. All the parameters are in meV.

Γ X/Y

εΓ 46 εxy 72 εyz/xz 55
aΓ 263 axy 93 ayz/xz 101
bΓ 182 b 154 v 144

In the analysis of the band gaps Figure 5 we use a slightly different band structure with
hole-pockets having similar size, i.e., the same degree of band nesting with the electron
pockets, to better emphasize the effect of the orbital composition of the nested Fermi surface.
In order to that we fix εΓ = 10 meV, aΓ = 150 meV and bΓ = 50 meV. The electron bands
parameters are instead the same of Table A1.
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